Reel Movie Mondays is a cultural and
educational group devoted to celebrating
excellence in film and the moving image.
It is organized and supported by the
Red Deer Museum + Art Gallery.

Screening Independent Films as part
of TIFF Film Circuit.

dent

Indepen

Films

We sincerely thank the volunteers,
Carnival Cinemas and our other sponsors.

*NEW TIME of 6:30pm*

Reel Movie Mondays gratefully acknowledges
our partnership with Film Circuit, presented
by TIFF, and its sponsors and supporters.
For more information about Film Circuit
and to view a full list of their sponsors
and supporters, please visit
www.tiff.net/filmcircuit
*** Please note that the film line up is subject to
change without notice. No refunds/exchanges on
tickets.

ADVANCE TICKETS &
MUSEUM MEMBERSHIPS
AVAILABLE AT:

We acknowledge that we live, work and play on the
traditional territories of Treaty 6, the gathering place of the
Nehiyawak (Cree), Saulteaux, Blackfoot, Métis, Dene and
Nakota Sioux, located north of the Red Deer River. We also
live on the traditional grounds of Treaty 7, the gathering
place of the Blackfoot Confederacy (Siksika, Kainai, Piikani,
as well as the Îyâxe Nakoda and Tsuut’ina nations), the
Métis and all people who make their homes in the Treaty 7
region south of the Red Deer River.
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17

All films screen at 6:30 pm on select Mondays

Scarborough

See full season lineup inside.

Red Deer Museum
+ Art Gallery Presents

reddeermuseum.com/rmm
Red Deer Museum + Art Gallery (MAG)
4525-47A Avenue, Red Deer, AB
Phone (587) 797-4040

Fall 2022 Series

Museum Hours:
10:00AM - 4:30 PM, Monday to Saturday
(Closed Sundays)

@ the MAG: Cheque, Debit, Visa, MC, Cash
@ the DOOR: Tickets @ the door on film night
are $12 (no discounts), based on availability.
All films screen at Carnival Cinemas
5402 47 St., Red Deer, AB. Look for our table.

Advance tickets online & at
Red Deer Museum + Art Gallery
Reel Movie Mondays gratefully acknowledges our
partnership with Film Circuit, presented by TIFF, and its
sponsors and supporters.
For more information about Film Circuit and to view a full list
of their sponsors and supporters, please visit
www.tiff.net/filmcircuit

$ 10

regular

$8

member

$ 12

at the door

All films screen at Carnival Cinemas

reddeermuseum.com/rmm
@RedDeerMuseum

fb.com/ReelMovieMondays

Oct

17

2021 - Drama

14A

Scarborough

Nov

7

G

2021 - Drama

Petite Maman

Dec

5

2021 - Drama

14A

Ali & Ava

Directed by Shasha Nakhai and Rich Williamson |
Canada | 136 mins | English, levelFilm

Directed by Céline Sciamma | France | 72 mins |
French w/ English subtitles, Elevation

Directed by Clio Barnard | UK | 95 mins | English,
Game Theory

Adapted from the critically acclaimed novel by Catherine Hernandez,
Scarborough is an unflinching portrait of three low-income families
struggling to endure within a system that’s set them up for failure. It
shows the love and perseverance communities can foster, lifting up
families to overcome the obstacles placed in their way.

Céline Sciamma continues to prove herself as one of the most
accomplished and unpredictable contemporary French filmmakers
with her follow up to PORTRAIT OF A LADY ON FIRE, the uniquely
emotional, PETITE MAMAN. Following the death of her beloved
grandmother, 8-year-old Nelly accompanies her parents to her
mother’s childhood home to begin the difficult process of cleaning
out its contents. As Nelly explores the house and nearby woods,
she is immediately drawn to a neighbor her own age building a
treehouse. What follows is a tender tale of childhood grief,
memory and connection.

Both lonely for different reasons, ALI and AVA meet through their
shared affection for SOFIA (6), the child of ALI’s Slovakian tenants,
whom AVA teaches. ALI finds comfort in AVA’s warmth and kindness
and AVA finds ALI’s complexity and humour irresistible. Over a lunar
month, sparks fly and a deep connection begins to grow. However,
the legacy of AVA’s past relationship and ALI’s emotional turmoil at
the breakdown of his marriage begins to overshadow their
newfound passion. Enveloped in music and imbued with humour,
ALI AND AVA is a compelling contemporary love story written and
directed by BAFTA-nominated Clio Barnard (The Arbor, The Selfish
Giant, Dark River).

Taking place over the span of a school year, Shasha Nakhai and
Rich Williamson’s debut narrative feature follows three interwoven
families fighting an uphill struggle against debt, addiction, and job
insecurity. The directors’ exacting attention to detail frames the
vibrant, rapidly changing neighbourhood with a universality and
compassion that makes the film strikingly humanistic

Season Package of 5:
MAG Members: $35.00
Non Members: $45.00

Single Tickets:
Oct

24

2021 - Documentary

PG

Fire of Love

Nov

21

2021 - Biography/Comedy

PG

The Phantom of the Open
Anomalisa

Directed by Sara Dosa | USA/Canada | 98 mins |
English, Mongrel Media

Directed by Craig Roberts | United Kingdom,
English | 102 minutes | Mongrel Media

Katia and Maurice Krafft loved two things — each other and
volcanoes. For two decades, the daring French volcanologist couple
roamed the planet, chasing eruptions and documenting their
discoveries. Ultimately, they lost their lives in a 1991 volcanic
explosion, leaving a legacy that forever enriched our knowledge of the
natural world. Director Sara Dosa and the filmmaking team fashion a
lyrical celebration of the intrepid scientists’ spirit of adventure, drawing
from the Kraffts’ spectacular archive. FIRE OF LOVE tells a story of
primordial creation and destruction, following two bold explorers as
they venture into the unknown, all for the sake of love.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN follows Maurice Flitcroft (Mark
Rylance), a dreamer and unrelenting optimist who managed to gain
entry to The British Open Golf Championship Qualifying in 1976 and
subsequently shot the worst round in Open history, becoming a folk
hero in the process.

Advance (online or at the MAG until 4:30pm on
film night):
MAG Members: $8.00
Non Members: $10.00
Film Nights: At the door: $12.00
(no discounts; no coupons; no member or
student rates at the door). Prices subject to GST.
* Students receive Members’ price with
student ID on advance ticket sales
* Under 18 receive Members’ price on advance
ticket sales with appropriate movie ratings

